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b 1. Subject: 
? 

This meeting waB a seriee of informal discussions concerning some of the 
' qarketinq ppbjems in the coyyqeqcipl nd qcitntific area af emputera 
beween our present 700 systeme and SJRlS'fCH SIGMA, 

XI, Scientific Systems: 

Although we usually think of the curve of market vs. machine capacity 
as being a smooth curve, in reality it has a series of humps in it, one 
for each of our machine systems. These humps may have been generated
artificially in the past, but now that they exist t he re . i~a reluctlance for 
customers to ahift from one machine capacity range f;o another. Ueually
such a change must result  in at least  a factor of 2 improvement in capacity 
or  it will  not be undertaken. 

The reasons for this are: (1) a customer can get a factor of 2 or 3 by run-
ning extra shifts o r  getting additional machines of the 131m45 kind, and (2) 
complete reprogramming is not undertaken lightly. 
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W e  were shown some of the results of the STRETCH market survey of 
August 1958. Market for the Los Alamos type STRETCH 6-aa rtrongly 
price-depandent. In the vicinity of $200,000 per month rental,  there 
were only 30 government agenciesr or commercial companies with govern-
ment contracts which would consider the system. At $100,000 per month, 
there were over a 100 possibilities including non-defense lnduatrfes, and 
smaller government installation^. 

This would indicate that there is indeed a market for a scientific computer 
between the 7090 and STRETCH SIGMA in performance, renting for about 
$100,000 per month. However, an exact proposal would have to be studied 
in detail by market forecasting and pricing before thia could be otated Mth 
ansurance, In particular, one must be careful of the effect af such a m a -
chine on the 7090 and STRETCH market estimates. 

AB a rough rule-of-thumb, one can consider 4 t imeo opeed Incrsaaee equiva-
lent to a 25% increase in price. 

uf. Commercial Systemo: 

At present, our 705 customers rapresent about 120 of the biggest commerciaf. 
applications in the country. They each have a large inverstrnent in codes and 
procedures which they are reluctant to change, 

A new computer in this area will -not find a market on speed alone,, It would 
have to offer something different in features, applicationa, etc. to make 
commercial customers want to change to it. 

It was noted that most commercial companite spend 90% af their budget 
"doing something" and only 10% record-keeplng. The real pap-off will 
came when w e  can get into the 90% area instead of jue t  the 10% rucord-
keeping area, 

Cancerning the proposed 7050 program: It promisee to be a vary profitable 
program for the company, not only because of its own revenue but becauae 
it will holdour  present 705 customers for  2 or 3 years longer, 

N. Combined Scientific - Commercial Applications 

There are a number of instaUationa which do aharo either a 704 or 705 
between scientific and commsrcial departments. So far it ha8 been the 
unusual rather than the usual practivc. Often internal. politics makea it 
impossible to achieve, 
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The f irrt  requirement is to show an economic advantage for sluch a combina-
tion. For th.e 7090 and 7050 auccesnom, where one ia considering both sci-
entific and commercial applications larger than any practical now, it 8eems 
reasonable that a combination machine would make m m i o  to spread its cost 
over a wider base. 

V, Programming Considerations 

It was repeatedly atreased during the meeting that the effort required by 
the cuatomer to reprogram for a new machine was a very large economic 
factor. The example was mentionad of the 709 deferments caused by the 
fact the complete monitor package was not ready. 

Lf a 705 successor which was not program-compatible. to the 705 wore to b 
proposed, then a "simulator code'' which could run the old 705 program8 
intact at least a8 fast on the 705 would be an absolute notceaeity. The same 
would be desirable for the 7090, but not as seriously needed. 

b 	 The magnitude of the Applied Programming effort required was dbcusatd  
briefly. The order of a 100 man yerarer has been aatimatsd for STRETCH, 
not including commercial subroutines. 
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